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Ken Carlson Garden Club Report  

2015 Season 

 
This has been a wonderful 7th Year of the Garden Club.  The kids have become a team of their own and it is a pleasure to 
be part of their team.  This year, we had new partners for field trips and new activities.  Here are some highlights of our 
season which began the first week of April and ended, with our Valentine-making party.  We are weeks away from 
starting our 8th season and have a waiting list of possible gardeners.   

THE GARDEN ACTIVITIES 

Our weekly activities take place every Tuesday and Friday, late afternoon during the school year and mornings in the 
summer.  The garden activities focus on the normal routine of gardening – planting, weeding, watering and harvesting.  
Our healthy snacks are simple and are based on ChopChop (http://www.chopchopmag.org/) recipes, the organization 
which does a fantastic job of making cooking fun.  Some highlights of this season were trying out our easy-reach trellises 
for beans and cucumbers, cutting limitless zinnias, harvesting cherry tomatoes at the club, and feasting on tomato 
sandwiches.  A special place is our two strawberry beds at the club.  It was magical to watch kids taste a strawberry 
seconds after it was plucked from the plant. We are hoping to increase our production and add more beds as well as 
blueberry plants. Special thanks to Sigrid Hall for giving us some of her teeny, tiny praying mantises to release one lovely 
afternoon and Lorraine Mortis for helping us learn about vermiculture.    
 

   
SUMMER IN THE GARDEN 

FIELD TRIPS 

Old Salem.  Our great relationship with Old Salem continues thanks to the wonderful support of Eric Jackson.  We 
adopted a new format for our Old Salem visits – the scavenger hunt.  Eric created lists of items that need to be found 
across multiple categories, such as a pretty flower, leave, fruit, or something that smells great, etc.  The kids and 
volunteers fan out as small teams and come together to share the results of their hunt.  The kids love the sense of 
purpose and imagination that this inspires.  These three visits topped off with a healthy easy snack are always special. 

http://www.chopchopmag.org/
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OLD SALEM 

 
Minglewood Farm & Nature Preserve – Minglewood Farm is located in Surry County.  The Farm is owned by Margie and 
Bill Imus who are passionate about bringing the beauty of their amazing vegetables and flowers and their wooded 
preserve to children and adults.  We were fortunate to be one of the first groups to visit.  Our visit was part of a feature 
article in the Winston Salem Journal. Kharean Shannon was very proud to be featured in this article and carried a copy 
with her all summer.  At the end of our two hour wanderings through the beds and woods, we had a lovely picnic thanks 
to Joyce Dickerson.  The joy of making blueberry ice cream was priceless.   
http://www.journalnow.com/home_food/columnists/amy_dixon/couple-convert-farm-into-teaching-
opportunity/article_171aa65a-2c33-11e5-8b42-4f664efa7826.html 
 

   
MINGLEWOOD FARMS 

Gateway Nature Center – The Gateway Nature Center is a hidden gem sitting behind Family Services on Broad Street.  It 
is a non-profit organization whose mission is to preserve a 19-acre natural space near downtown and use it to educate 
all ages about the wonders of nature.  We divided up into teams and rotated through four stations to learn more about 
water life, sounds of natures, birds, and insects. We appreciated Cornelia Barr and the other guides for a magical time 
only a mile from the B&G Club. 

   
GATEWAY NATURE CENTER 

http://www.journalnow.com/home_food/columnists/amy_dixon/couple-convert-farm-into-teaching-opportunity/article_171aa65a-2c33-11e5-8b42-4f664efa7826.html
http://www.journalnow.com/home_food/columnists/amy_dixon/couple-convert-farm-into-teaching-opportunity/article_171aa65a-2c33-11e5-8b42-4f664efa7826.html
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Special Events 

There were three special events this year.  We had our first family dinner in the Enterprise Garden.  The kids were 
thrilled and the families of 11 of our fifteen gardeners attended.  The kids dressed up, gave tours of the garden and 
relaxed over some great food.   We were worried about rain but it held off and it was memorable evening for all. This 
year, we continued our gingerbread house tradition.  Twenty kids having a chance to work with volunteers to create 
their own gingerbread mansion.  Finally, we made over 200 valentines for Senior Service’s Meals on Wheels program.  
The arts and crafts events are special.  It brings together not only the garden volunteers and gardeners but special 
volunteers and children who are new to our program.  It allows all of us to be creative and relax on a Friday afternoon.  
Thank you to Joyce Dickerson who makes all of these events possible.  Her creativity and attention to detail are limitless.  

 
 

 

SPECIAL EVENTS – FAMILY DINNER, GINGERBREAD HOUSES, AND VALENTINES MAKING 

Support 

We were very fortunate this past year to have received financial support from past and new sources.  We thank our 
private donors as well as the Weeds ‘n Seeds and Flower Lore Garden Clubs, and the Edna B. Parkin George Youth Fund.  
We used the extra money to invest in planters and a small storage shed for the club garden, a heavy duty hose caddy, 
path liner, and a blender as well as paying for weeks of gardening, healthy snacks and our family dinner event.   

Special thanks to Carol Davis, who makes it possible for us to use the kitchen at the Enterprise Center for our snack 
preparation and when needed, use the banquet room for an impromptu tomato sandwich picnic on a rainy morning.   
This would not be possible without Carol’s efforts to make it easy for us to maintain our program.  

Certainly none of this is possible without Pappi Conrad who is the Ken Carlson Club Unit Director.  She keeps up with all 
of our efforts while managing a demanding club operation.  Pappi makes sure we have space and transportation no 
matter what else is going on.  It is a joy to work with her.  I also want to thank Mrs. Little.  She keeps our permission slips 
and other parent communication in order and makes every effort to join us on our field trips.   

   
SUPPORT 
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Volunteers 

The backbone of the operation is our volunteer team.  This year we had the wonderful opportunity to work with Sissy 
Whitttington of the Weeds ‘n Seeds Garden Club.  Sissy gave us the most amazing flower arranging workshop this spring.  
The kids put their new skill to good use by creating table decorations for our Family Dinner.  We had many new 
volunteers from Wake Forest.  Trine Stub a visiting researcher from Norway became a committed part of the 
organization, coming twice a week when she could.  Other Wake volunteers are Stedman Jones, Dana Mora, Kemi 
Balogun, Hannah Slodounik, and Abigail Coelho.   We said good-bye to Ben Perlman.  Ben has been a volunteer for 4 
plus years while finishing his doctorate in Biology.  Ben’s positive spirit, patience and love for the kids will always be with 
us.  Mariel Fecych came to us through UNCG Community Nutrition.  Mariel is a trained chef and led most of our healthy 
snack activities.  Jim Dickerson and Kyle Luth have been with us since the start and continue to be there for everything 
we do.  Finally, where would we (I) be without Bruce Bradford’s amazing presence.  He is our go-to guy for all things 
garden, mechanical, or the least bit tricky.  Just this week, we were trying to repair our storage cabinet and the cry went 
out “We need Bruce!”.  Not a week goes by when he doesn’t say “this is something we could do with the kids”.  

   
VOLUNTEERS: SISSY WHITTINGTON, BEN PERLMAN AND THE SUMMER TEAM 

We accomplished a lot this year with the help of many people and organizations.  The garden club is really a process of 
exposing kids to healthy food, outdoors, the beauty of nature, and a wide range of wonderful people with so much to 
give.  That’s why I think it works.   

Please feel free to share this report with anyone and everyone who might be interested in volunteering or providing 
support.  Thank you! 

Prepared by Margaret Savoca (336-692-1093 – mrsavoca52@gmail.com) 
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